DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
STAFF MESSAGE CENTER
OUTGOING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: CINCPE TOKYO JAPAN

FROM: JCS

1. The JCS consider it highly desirable to undertake mass air operations against North Korean targets, the destruction of which will assist your future operations, destroy industrial targets in North Korea and reduce the North Korean ability to wage war in the future.

2. With these considerations in mind, the JCS have directed CSAP to make available to you two additional medium bomb groups for a period of thirty days. It is desired that all medium bomb groups be employed in the destruction of military targets indicated in para 3 below. In directing these operations it is not the intent of the JCS to preclude their emergency employment on other missions which in your judgment are overriding.

3. Targets:
   a. Pyongyang (2 munitions plants, railroad shops and yards).
   b. Kaesong (3 chemical plants).
   c. Yeongam (1 oil refinery, railroad shops and yards).
   d. Najibong (1 petroleum storage plant).

A. The JCS will furnish additional data on targets contributing to the concept expressed in para 1. You are authorized to destroy similar-type targets if info available to you indicates it is warranted. Neither alternate targets north of 38 parallel as designated by you.
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